Abstract. Data describing networks such as social networks, citation graphs, hypertext systems, and communication networks is becoming increasingly common and important for analysis. Research on link-based classification studies methods to leverage connections in such networks to improve accuracy. Recently, a number of such methods have been proposed that first construct a set of latent features or links that summarize the network, then use this information for inference. Some work has claimed that such latent methods improve accuracy, but has not compared against the best non-latent methods. In response, this article provides the first substantial comparison between these two groups. Using six real datasets, a range of synthetic data, and multiple underlying models, we show that (non-latent) collective inference methods usually perform best, but that the dataset's label sparsity, attribute predictiveness, and link density can dramatically affect the performance trends. Inspired by these findings, we introduce three novel algorithms that combine a latent construction with a latent or non-latent method, and demonstrate that they can sometimes substantially increase accuracy.
Introduction
Many problems in communications, social networks, biology, business, etc. involve classifying nodes in a network (or graph). For instance, consider predicting a class label for each page (node) in a set of linked webpages, where some labels are provided for learning. A traditional method would use the attributes of each page (e.g., words in the page) to predict its label. In contrast, link-based classification (LBC) [3, 23] also uses, for each node, the attributes or labels of neighboring pages as model features. For instance, to predict the label for node v, a classifier might use v's attributes along with features based on the proportion of v's neighbors that have a positive class label. This will require some kind of iterative collective inference, since many such labels will initially be unknown [8, 27, 16] . In some cases, simpler "relational-only" methods may yield high accuracy. These methods use only the known labels of the graph (ignoring attributes), and make predictions based on label propagation [36, 13] or random walks [12] .
Link-based classification has been actively studied for over a decade [3, 23, 32] , and continues to attract significant interest in the machine learning [1, 33, 14] , data mining [34, 19, 22] , and knowledge management communities [28] . Applications of LBC have included, for instance, fraud detection [26] , document topic prediction [27] , biological discovery [8] , and movie revenue estimation [25] . Many methods for LBC have been studied, and a number of comparisons made [25, 27, 16, 15] . One common property of these methods has been that they generally use the attributes and links of the network "as-is." Some methods have incorporated useful pre-processing, such as attribute dimensionality reduction [1] or "co-citation" link insertion [13] . These steps, however, have not been essential; if omitted the described methods would still function and produce reasonable results.
In contrast, a number of recent methods construct new "latent" features or links that are essential to a later inference step. Some of these latent computations use both the attributes and links of the original network. For instance, Latent Network Propagation (LNP) [28] transforms the original network by adding latent links between every pair of nodes, where each link is weighted based on a variety of factors such as attribute similarity or proximity in the original network. A label propagation algorithm then makes final label predictions for each node. Alternatively, other methods use only the network link structure. For instance, the "SocDim" method uses spectral clustering [30] , edge clustering [31] , or modularity maximization [29] to generate a new set of latent features for each node. A supervised (but link-unaware) classifier can then use the latent features to predict labels for all "unknown" nodes in the network.
In theory, these latent methods transform the original network into a form that is more amenable to analysis. For instance, spectral clustering with SocDim may identify structure in the graph that is helpful for prediction, enabling increased classification accuracy but without the need for constructing relational features (such as the "proportion" feature discussed above) or for iterative collective inference. Likewise, to assign the final edge weights, LNP uses quadratic programming to more strongly link together nodes that are likely to share the same class label. This enables a simple label propagation algorithm to predict labels, again avoiding the need for relational features or more complex collective inference.
The accuracy of the latent methods, however, has not been adequately compared against non-latent methods. For instance, Tang & Liu [29] compare one type of SocDim against several baselines, but not against the best LBC methods and only using datasets with weakly-predictive attributes. Shi et al. [28] compare LNP against a popular LBC algorithm (ICA). However, they used a weak variant of ICA; we recently showed that its accuracy can be greatly improved with more effective semi-supervised learning [14] and through a new use of neighbor attributes as model features [15] . Thus, none of the latent methods have been evaluated against the best and most recent non-latent methods, and their relative performance remains unknown.
Our contributions are as follows. First, to aid understanding we present a new taxonomy that categorizes most existing LBC methods based on two key factors involving (a) the extent to which they use latent transformations and (b) the type of inference used. Second, we present the first substantial comparison between LBC methods based on latent features/links vs. those that use the original network attributes and links, including the best and most recent enhancements for both groups. Third, we show, using six real datasets, that the latent methods can perform effective LBC, but that the best non-latent methods consistently yield higher accuracy, especially when the original network is sparsely-labeled. Fourth, we use a wide range of synthetic data to explain the data characteristics for which these conclusions hold, and to identify two domains (when attributes are very weakly predictive or when links are very dense) where the typical behavior patterns are perturbed. Fifth, we examine the impact of different distributions of the known labels in the network and show that distributions that tend to cluster known nodes together (rather than distributing throughout the network) lead to lower accuracy, with some methods affected more strongly than others. Finally, inspired by our observations of the latent methods, we propose a number of new methods that leverage latent techniques in novel ways. Two of these methods combine a latent method with an existing non-latent method, while one new method presents the first useful combination of a latent feature method with a latent link method. We show that, usually, a non-latent method continues to obtain the best performance, but that these new hybrid methods can sometimes increase accuracy when the network is very sparsely labeled.
The next section provides an overview of traditional (non-latent) approaches to LBC, while Section 3 introduces the motivation for and primary types of latent methods. Sections 4 and 5 then describe our proposed new methods that include one or more latent components. Section 6 presents the new taxonomy of latent and non-latent methods, and Section 7 describes our experimental method. Sections 8 and 9 present our results with real and synthetic data, respectively. Finally, Section 10 describes additional related work and Section 11 concludes.
Link-Based Classification (LBC)
Assume we are given a graph G = (V, E, X, Y, C) where V is a set of nodes, E is a set of edges (links), each x i ∈ X is an attribute vector for a node v i ∈ V , each Y i ∈ Y is a label variable for v i , and C is the set of possible labels. We are also given a set of "known" values
Then the within-network classification task is to infer Y U , the values of Y i for the remaining nodes V U with "unknown" values (V U = V \ V K ). For example, given a (partially-labeled) set of interlinked university webpages, consider the task of predicting whether each page belongs to a professor Table 1 . Types of models, based on the kinds of features used. Table 2 provides more detail, including models with latent features or links.
Model
Self attrs. Neigh. attrs. Neigh. labels
AttrsOnly RelatOnly CI RI RCI or a student. If we exclude (for now) latent methods, there are three kinds of features typically used for this task:
-Self attributes: features based on the textual content of each page (node), e.g., the presence or absence of the word "teaching" for node v. These "self attributes" describe the current node v. -Neighbor attributes: features based on the attributes of pages that link to v. These may be useful because, e.g., pages often link to others with the same label [9] . -Neighbor labels: features based on the labels of pages that link to v, such as "Count the number of v's neighbors with label Student." Table 1 characterizes (non-latent) LBC models based on the kinds of features they use. The simplest models use only one kind. For instance, a "content only" or "attribute only" model (AttrsOnly) uses only self attributes; this is a common baseline. Alternatively, several "relational only" models use only neighbor labels. For instance, wvRN+RL [13] (abbreviated in this article as "wvRN") repeatedly averages the predicted label distributions of a node's neighbors; this performs surprisingly well for some datasets. Alternatively, MultiRankWalk (MRW) [12] uses multiple random walks, each starting from a known label, to predict labels for the unknown nodes.
Typically, the most accurate models combine self attributes with other features. If a model also uses neighbor attributes, then it is performing "relational inference" and we call it RI. A CI model uses neighbor labels instead, via features like the "count Students" described above. However, this is challenging, because some labels are unknown and must be estimated, typically with an iterative process of collective inference (i.e., CI) [8] . CI methods include Gibbs sampling, belief propagation, and ICA (Iterative Classification Algorithm) [27] .
We focus on ICA, a simple, popular, and effective algorithm [27, 1, 14] . ICA first predicts a label for every node in V U using only self attributes. It then constructs additional relational features X R (e.g., based on "count") using the known and predicted node labels (Y K and Y U ), and re-predicts labels for V U using both self attributes and X R . This process of feature computation and prediction is repeated, e.g., until convergence or for a fixed number of iterations.
Finally, RCI ("relational collective inference") uses all three kinds of features. Because it uses neighbor labels, it also must use some kind of collective inference such as ICA.
Latent Methods for LBC
This section describes how latent methods for LBC arose partially as a reaction to difficulties with applying existing methods to sparsely-labeled networks, then explains some of the primary approaches to generating latent features or links.
The Challenge of Sparsely-Labeled Networks
Of the LBC models shown in Table 1 (including CI, RI, and RCI), CI has been by far the most popular. This is due in part to early work that showed that RI sometimes hurt accuracy compared to using attributes alone [3] , and also to a influential study that found that CI generally outperformed RI and did at least as well as RCI [8] . In addition, neighbor attributes (as used by RI or RCI) were generally considered to be incompatible with popular classifiers such as logistic regression and SVMs. Thus, CI was deemed more applicable and effective, so it was predominately used.
This approach worked well for tasks where learning was performed on a fullylabeled training graph, and inference was done on a separate, partially-labeled test graph [27, 25] . However, as researchers began to study the alternative, common case where only a single partially-labeled graph is available for both learning and inference [34, 6, 1, 28] , problems with CI became more apparent. In particular, with CI a particular link in the graph can be directly used for learning only when both nodes attached to the link have known labels.
1 If, however, only 10% of the nodes are labeled, then perhaps only 1% of the links will satisfy this criteria.
Prior studies sought to address CI's limitations in several ways. Some tried using semi-supervised learning (SSL) to predict the missing labels [34, 1, 14] . Others sought to forgo learning altogether by using a non-learning, relationalonly algorithm such as wvRNor MRW. In contrast, our own recent work [15] presented a new method that broadens the applicability of using neighbor attributes (which are known) instead of neighbor labels (which often are not); we showed that the resultant models (forms of RI and RCI) outperformed the non-learning methods as well as CI with SSL.
The next subsection describes how latent methods, in different ways, seek to address these same challenges.
Latent Feature and Latent Link Methods for LBC
Latent methods seek to improve LBC by adding either additional links or features to the original network. These additions may enable simpler inference and/or avoid the need for learning, changes which were partially inspired by the challenges of learning in sparsely-labeled networks [6, 28] that were described above.
We first consider latent methods that use only the network link structure as inputs, ignoring all attributes and labels. One early approach to this idea was the "ghost edges" method of Gallagher et al. [6] . They use repeated random walks to quantify, for each unlabeled node, its proximity to every labeled node. Each such pair then gets a new link in the graph, with weight based on the measured proximity. They then use the new links to classify each node using either (a) wvRN or (b) a supervised classifier in conjunction with ICA. They report strong accuracy compared to a number of competitors, but only consider tasks where no attributes were available.
Other methods use the graph link structure not to create more links but to create latent features for each node. For instance, Tang & Liu [30] perform spectral clustering on the link structure to extract latent features, while Tang et al. [31] use a scalable k-means clustering of the links to produce latent features that are certain to be sparse (e.g., having few non-zero values). In each case, the new features are then used as features for a link-unaware supervised classifier, where learning uses only the labeled nodes and their new latent features.
The above methods all generate latent features or links in an unsupervised manner, e.g., ignoring the provided labels until learning or inference time. In contrast, Menon & Elkan [19] use an approach similar to that of Tang & Liu [29] , but where the known labels influence the latent feature construction; they report mixed results for the impact on accuracy. Shi et al. [28] use the provided labels, and also the node attributes. Their goal is to construct new latent links so that the modified network has high homophily (i.e., nodes are very likely to link to other nodes with the same label), so that a simple inference procedure can then be used. In particular, they generate five fully-connected "latent graphs" where link weights in each graph are based on a quantity such as attribute similarity or proximity in the original graph. They then use quadratic programming to identify an optimal set of weights for combining these five graphs into a single final "output" graph so that homophily among the known labels is maximized. Finally, they use a simple form of label propagation, similar to wvRN, on the output graph to predict labels using the new links.
Other work uses matrix factorization in some form to produce new latent features [35, 7, 20] ; these approaches may be supervised or unsupervised. They typically have used smaller datasets; scalability is a challenge [18] for some of them.
Combining Latent and Non-Latent Methods
Above we have described LBC methods that use the original attributes and links, as well as others that create new latent features or links. Before directly comparing these two groups (non-latent vs. latent), this section first considers whether these two classes of methods could be profitably combined in novel ways.
Combining Latent Features with Collective Inference. A convenient property of latent features is that they, in theory, summarize a large amount of relevant information regarding the neighborhood of a node into a fixed number of latent features. Because the number of such features is fixed (unlike the varying number of links that each node has) a standard vector-based classifier can then make a prediction for each node, ignoring the links. Thus, there is no need for collective inference or iteration of any kind.
While prior work has shown that this method can improve accuracy over baselines such as wvRN, there remains the opportunity to take advantage of additional information. For instance, since methods based on, e.g., modularity maximization or spectral clustering all ignore the attribute information, it is natural to combine the resultant latent features with attribute-based features for classification. Tang & Liu [29] found that this could improve accuracy for a single blog-based dataset.
We propose, however, to use additional information. In particular, while Tang & Liu's approach uses "self attributes" and "self latent features", we also propose to use "neighbor labels" and/or "neighbor attributes" as features. For instance, if we use spectral clustering to generate latent features, then add self attributes and neighbor labels to the model (e.g., CI from Table 1 ), then we call the new model SP+CI.
While the latent and "neighbor-based" features both summarize information about a node's linked neighbors, we conjecture that they capture somewhat complementary information. Thus, using both may be helpful for classification. Adding neighbor labels will necessitate the use of collective inference, such as with ICA, but this is a fairly modest computational cost. Section 8 considers whether this new combination of latent features with neighbor-based features is useful, or if using just one suffices for achieving maximal accuracy.
Combining Latent Links with Improved Label Propagation. As described above, LNP uses the original links and node attributes to generate a new, fully-connected network where homophily is (hopefully) high, so that a simple label propagation algorithm can be used to generate label predictions. Specifically, LNP uses the label propagation method of Zhu et al. [36] (herein referred to as LPP), which can also be viewed as a principled random walk in the network. Macskassy & Provost [13] previously found LPP to give almost identical results to wvRN. However, more recently Lin & Cohen [12] proposed a new method, MultiRankWalk (MRW), which is also a random walk-based method, but uses different initial conditions. They found found that MRW outperformed wvRN when the network was sparsely labeled (cf., [4] ).
Thus, we propose a new method, LNP+MRW, that creates a new latent network like LNP, but uses MRW instead of LPP for the final step of inference. We expect this method to yield higher accuracy than LNP when the labels are very sparse, but to yield lower accuracy when the labels are more dense.
Combining Latent Features and Latent Links
The methods described above, including the new methods from Section 4, use either latent links, latent features, or neither. An additional interesting possibility is to use both latent links and latent features.
Conceivably, this combination could be done in a number of ways. For instance, LNP could possibly be used to construct latent links, and the modified network could then be provided to a latent feature method like SP or Edge. The latter method would construct latent features, then use a supervised classifier to make predictions on the unknown nodes using these features. This approach would be feasible with SP, but would not work with Edge because Edge assumes a sparsely-connected graph with unweighted links, while LNP produces a fully-connected, weighted graph.
We focus instead on a different approach that more naturally meshes with the original design of the underlying algorithms. First, we use a method like SP or Edge to produce latent features. Next, we run LNP but where LNP has been modified to use a new latent graph (yielding six such graphs instead of five). In the new latent graph, links are created between every pair of nodes, with link weights based on the degree of similarity between the two nodes' latent features; this is analogous to how the original node attributes are used for creating one of the five original latent graphs. LNP's weight learning will then determine the appropriate weight for this new source of (link-based) information, possibly decreasing the weight of some other latent graphs as appropriate. Finally, label propagation uses the final output graph (a combination of the six latent graphs) to predict labels for every node, as with the original LNP.
Our results later show that SP typically performed best amongst the latent feature methods, so we use SP with this new combination to produce SP+LNP. We write LNP second in this combination because LNP uses the output of SP, while with LNP+MRW we write LNP first because the basic LNP weight learning occurs before the application of MRW for inference.
A Taxonomy of LBC Methods
For our purposes, most LBC methods can be categorized at a high level by answering two key questions. First, does the method use the original graph attributes and links, or does it generate and use latent features or links? Second, to make a final label prediction for each node, does it use a supervised classifier such as logistic regression, or does it use a non-learning method based on label propagation or random walks? Table 2 summarizes key information about the 16 LBC methods that we evaluated in our experiments, organized according to these questions (see also the layout of Table 4 ). The top section of the table shows non-latent methods, while the bottom section shows latent methods. Within each section, methods that use label propagation or random walks are (mostly) shown first, followed by methods that use a supervised classifier. Methods that use a supervised classifier Table 2 . A taxonomy of the 16 methods studied by this work, including citations to prior/original work that used those methods with sparse LBC. Checkmarks indicate that that type of feature is used by the method to make the final label predictions. In contrast, "I" symbols indicate that that type of feature is an input used to produce latent features or links. For instance, "SP+Attr" uses the link structure of the graph to generate (via spectral clustering) latent features; these features, along with "self attributes" are later used by a "Single pass" classifier (e.g., a link-unaware classifier such as SVM; see Section 7.3) to make final predictions.
Self Neigh. Neigh. Link Latent Latent Inference Model attrs. attrs. labels struct. feats. links method
Algorithms without Latent Features/Links
AttrsOnly [1, 14] Single pass wvRN [13] Relax. labeling LPP [36, 28] Label prop. MRW [12] Random walks
ICA/Gibbs/etc. RI [15] Single pass RCI [34, 15] ICA/Gibbs/etc. either apply it once to each node ("single pass") or use a collective inference method such as ICA or Gibbs sampling. Among the non-latent methods, wvRN (weight-vote relational neighbor), LPP (label propagation), and MRW (MultiRankWalk) are all non-learning, relational-only methods (see Section 2) that use label propagation or random walks. CI is what most prior work means by methods for "collective inference" or "collective classification." Recently, we showed [15] that, when labels are sparse, using neighbor attributes (with RI) instead of neighbor labels (with CI) generally yielded higher accuracy, while using both (with RCI) was often best (see Section 2). Finally, AttrsOnly uses only node attributes. AttrsOnly, CI, RI, and RCI all use a supervised classifier, but AttrsOnly is listed first in the table because of its status as a simple baseline.
Algorithms with Latent Features/Links
We now consider the latent methods. LNP is a latent link method, while LNP+MRW is our proposed improvement (see Section 4) that uses MRW (based on random walks) instead of LPP (label propagation). In contrast, Mod- Max, Edge, and SP (the "SocDim" methods) all construct latent features, then generate final predictions using a supervised classifier. To construct the features, they use modularity maximization, edge clustering, or spectral clustering, respectively.
Our results later show that SP yielded higher accuracy than Edge or ModMax. Thus, we use SP in our combinations of latent features with other information. SP+Attr combines node attributes with SP, as done by Tang & Liu [29] . SP+CI and SP+RCI are novel combinations of latent features with CI and RCI (see Section 4). We use CI because it has often been used in other work, and RCI because of its past superior performance as discussed above [15] . Finally, SP+LNP is the novel method that first constructs latent features with SP, then uses these features as part of the latent link construction employed by LNP (see Section 5). Table 3 shows the six real datasets that we consider. We focus the most attention on the four that have been most commonly used in prior work (Cora, Citeseer, Gene, and HepTH). We also create and study a wide variety of synthetic data; the data and corresponding results are presented in Section 9.
Experimental Method

Datasets and Features
Cora (cf., [27] ) is a collection of machine learning papers and Citeseer (cf., [27] ) is a collection of research papers; the task is to predict the topic (class label) of each paper. Attributes represent the presence of certain words, and links indicate citations. We mimic Bilgic et al. [1] by ignoring link direction, and also by using the 100 top attribute features after applying PCA to all nodes' attributes.
Gene (cf., [8] ) describes the yeast genome at the protein level; links represent protein interactions. We mimic Xiang & Neville [34] and predict protein localization using four attributes: Phenotype, Class, Essential, and Chromosome. With logistic regression we binarized these, yielding 54 attributes.
HepTH is a set of journal articles on high-energy physics, as processed by McDowell et al. [16] ; links represent citations. Attributes represent the presence of words in the article title or name of the corresponding journal; PCA was again used to produce the top 100 attribute features.
IMDB is a dataset drawn from the Internet Movie Database (www.imdb.com), as created by Kuwadekar & Neville [11] , where each node is a movie. Kuwadekar & Neville linked movies that had the same producer and considered only the years 2001-2007; we link movies based on having the same studio (as previously done by Neville & Jensen [24] ) and consider all movies in the dataset (years 1980-2007) . The task is to predict the (inflation-adjusted) box-office earnings for each movie as either a blockbuster (earnings > $60 million), flop (earnings < $10 million), or other. This is a challenging prediction task with few useful attributes; we use attributes based on the movies genre (using the top 8 values including comedy, action, drama, etc.) and also the number of movies made by the movie's director. Because studios change over time, we ignore links between movies whose release year differed by more than one.
PubMed (cf., [21] ) is a collection of medical research papers regarding one of three types of diabetes (thus, there are three possible class labels). Links represent citations. The original attributes represent the frequency of the most common 500 words, which were transformed by PCA to produce the top 100 attribute features. Table 3 also contains relevant statistics about each of the datasets. Label autocorrelation is a measure of the correlation between the class labels of linked nodes (specifically, using Pearson's corrected contingency coefficient, c.f., [10] ). Label consistency is the fraction of links that connect two nodes with the same class label; this measures the most common (though not the only) form of correlation between linked nodes. LBC is most useful when significant autocorrelation is present, so we focus on datasets with higher autocorrelation values (as with prior studies), though also include one dataset with low but non-zero correlation (IMDB) and one dataset with moderate autocorrelation (HepTH).
We focus on cases where the attributes are at least moderately predictive. Thus, we did not use previous datasets, e.g., based on Flickr and BlogCatalog [29] , where this is not true; future work should study this other case more closely.
Classifiers and Regularization
In Table 2 all of the methods except the non-latent, relational-only methods (wvRN, LPP, MRW) and the LNP-based methods require learning a classifier to predict the label based on self attributes, neighbor attributes, and/or latent features. By default, we use logistic regression (LR), because it usually outperformed other alternatives [27, 1, 15] ; Section 8.2 describes the alternatives (based on SVM) that were also evaluated with the SocDim methods (ModMax, Edge, and SP).
RCI and CI also require a classifier to predict a node's label based on neighbor labels. McDowell & Aha [14] found that Naive Bayes (NB) with "multiset" features was superior to LR with "proportion" features as used by Bilgic et al. [1] . Thus, we use NB for neighbor labels, and combine these results with the LR classifiers used for other features (described above), using the "hybrid model" method [14] . This approach applies the classifiers separately, using different sets of features, then combines them with a simple probabilistic formula. RI and RCI also require a method to leverage the attributes from a varying number of neighbors; we use the "MNAC" method [15] , which learns a classifier to predict a node's label based on the attributes of one of its neighbors, then probabilistically combines the results from multiple neighbors.
For sparsely-labeled data, regularization can have a large impact on accuracy. To ensure fair comparisons, we used five-fold cross-validation, selecting the value of the regularization hyperparameter that maximized accuracy on the heldout labeled data. We used a Gaussian prior with all LR's features, a common L2-regularization with SVM, and a Dirichlet prior with NB's discrete features (for neighbor labels used by CI and RCI). With the latent features (e.g., with Edge, SP, ModMax, and variants), we also used cross-validation to select an appropriate number of latent features to retain for the classification. For the most realistic scenario, we repeat cross-validations for each "trial", using the full network but only the specific "known" labels designated for that trial. This is in contrast to most earlier work, which either did not use cross-validation [28] [29] [30] or used some kind of "one-time" cross-validation that selected to keep, e.g., 500 latent features for a specific dataset regardless of the actual known labels available to each trial [31] .
To ensure proper implementation, we obtained and used (after adding crossvalidation) code for LNP, ModMax, Edge, and SP directly from their authors. We also validated our implementations by comparing vs. the results of Bilgic et al. [1] and Shi et al. [28] . We observed similar results, though they are not directly comparable because of different network samplings. Our accuracy values with LNP are smaller than those reported by Shi et al. because they included "known" nodes when computing overall accuracy.
Learning and Collective Inference
CI, RI, RCI, SP+CI, and SP+RCI require further learning and inference choices; we chose strategies that performed well in prior studies [14] . For learning, we use the SSL-Once strategy: first, learn the classifiers using the attributes and the known labels. Next, run inference to predict labels for every "unknown" node in the network. Finally, learn new classifiers, using the attributes, known labels, and newly predicted labels. With LR, we also use "label regularization" [14] which biases the learning towards models that yield sensible label distributions. McDowell & Aha [14] found that these choices performed well overall, had consistent accuracy gains compared to not using SSL, and often approached the accuracy of much more time-intensive algorithms.
In Table 2 , methods marked "single pass" perform inference by applying the learned classifier once, using the attributes and features available for each node. Methods marked with "ICA/Gibbs/etc." instead use collective inference; we use 10 iterations of ICA (see Section 2). We chose ICA because it has often performed well [27, 1, 14] . Label propagation (with LPP and LNP) used an "alpha" value of 0.01, as done by Shi et al. [28] ; different values had minimal effect.
Results with Real Datasets
We report accuracy averaged over 20 trials. For each trial on graph G, we randomly select some fraction (the "label density" d) of V to be "known" nodes V K . The remaining nodes V U have unknown labels and form the test set part of graph G. We focus on the important sparsely-labeled case [6, 28, 14] , e.g., d ≤ 10%.
Overview of the Results
Before presenting detailed results, we first summarize our main findings. We find that, when the network is densely labeled (e.g. d ≥ 40%), most LBC methods performed well. Of the latent methods, SP or SP+Attr usually perform best for this densely-labeled situation, and one of these two methods even obtains the best accuracy of any method for HepTH, IMDB, and PubMed when d is high or very high.
However, when the network is only sparsely labeled (d ≤ 10%), accuracy varies widely between the different methods, and using RCI or RI usually yields substantially higher accuracy than all other methods. The other methods also have somewhat erratic behavior. For instance, SP performs relatively well for Cora, but very poorly for Citeseer, a dataset with many similar characteristics. In contrast, RCI is a consistent performer: it had maximal or near maximal accuracy in every case (excluding one dataset where no LBC method performed well).
For the sparsely-labeled case, there was no clear winner among the latent methods. Among the latent link methods, SP has higher accuracy than Edge and ModMax (averaged across all six datasets), but Edge sometimes performed just as well or a little better. Likewise, SP sometimes performs a little better than LNP (a latent feature method), but LNP yields much higher accuracy than SP on two datasets.
Overall, these results show, for the first time, that the latent methods can be competitive in some limited cases (especially when the label density is high), but that non-latent methods like RCI and RI consistently provide the best overall accuracy. The next sub-sections provide more details and also examine the results with the new methods introduced in Section 4 and 5. Table 4 shows the average accuracy of each method on the six datasets for cases where d ≤ 10% (we use d ≤ 3% for PubMed, due to its much larger size, to highlight truly sparse situations). We first compare the latent methods to each other:
Comparing Existing Latent Methods
Result: Spectral clustering (SP) outperforms Edge and ModMax on average, but is not always best. Among the latent link methods, SP has Table 5 ; compared to SP and Edge it never had the highest accuracy and almost always had the lowest. The lower accuracy of ModMax is consistent with prior results [31, 30] , but SP and Edge have not, to our knowledge, been previously compared.
Result: On average, LNP produces higher accuracy than SP, but SP outperforms LNP for some datasets. SP (a latent feature method that ignores the original attributes) sometimes performs a little better than LNP (a latent link method), but LNP yields much higher accuracy on two datasets, which gives LNP an advantage in overall average accuracy. Specifically, LNP yields much higher average accuracy with Citeseer and Gene, two datasets where (a) the attributes are fairly predictive and (b) the autocorrelation is moderate. In contrast, LNP is a little worse than SP on HepTH (where adding attributes to any model is not very helpful), on Cora (where high label consistency, which produces autocorrelation, means that relational-only methods like SP can do very well), and on PubMed (which also has high label consistency). LNP's use of attributes enables it to perform slightly better than SP on IMDB, where low autocorrelation causes difficulty for all of the LBC methods (and thus AttrsOnly is often best).
Result: Adding attributes to latent features boosts accuracy, but still yields low relative accuracy. The latent feature methods use only the network links and known labels; attribute values are ignored. If, after computing the latent features, we add attributes to the model (e.g., with SP+Attr), then average accuracy improves vs. SP for all datasets except Cora. Surprisingly, however, the average accuracy obtained compares rather poorly to a method that uses only the attributes (AttrsOnly). In particular, SP+Attr increases accuracy compared to AttrsOnly only for PubMed (by an average of 2.1%) and (by very small amounts) for HepTH and IMDB.
In theory, adding informative latent features (e.g., from SP) to the provided node attributes should improve accuracy. Indeed, Tang & Liu [30] find that this method provides a small but consistent improvement compared to AttrsOnly. However, they studied this effect only for a single dataset, and used a task where nodes may have more than one true label. Moreover, they used a fixed number of latent features for each dataset, rather than using cross-validation (CV) to select an appropriate number based on the actual known labels for each trial. In our case, we suspect that, when sparsely labeled, the CV (and subsequent learning) has difficulty with the larger set of features from SP+Attr (typically, the CV retains at least hundreds of latent features). Indeed, when the network is more densely-labeled, SP+Attr does better. For instance, with Cora, accuracy at d = 20−40% is about 2% better than SP or AttrsOnly. Future work should study these effects in more detail.
Result: Using a support vector machine (SVM) instead of logistic regression (LR) improves accuracy for the SocDim methods, but does not change the relative performance trends. As described in Section 7.2, we used logistic regression (LR) as the default supervised classifier, since it had performed well in many prior studies. However, to faithfully replicate the SocDim technique as originally presented [29, 31] , we used SVM instead for ModMax, Edge, SP, and SP+Attr; the combinations that involved collective inference (e.g., SP+RCI, SP+CI) still used LR. This decision ensures that we have not inadvertently hampered the behavior of the SocDim methods by choosing a classifier that is poorly suited to the kind of latent features that they create. However, it does make comparison against many of the non-SocDim methods (such as CI, RI, and RCI) more difficult, since they use LR instead of SVM.
To address these issues, Table 5 compares the results with all of the SocDim methods using both LR and SVM. We note several effects. First, the relative performance of ModMax, Edge, and SP is unchanged: SP generally outperforms Edge, and SP and Edge outperform ModMax, regardless of whether LR or SVM is used. Second, using SVM instead of LR typically does increase accuracy, usually by 2-3%; one exception is with SP+Attr on IMDB, where using SVM decreases accuracy, but only by at most 1%.
Thus, using LR instead of SVM does not change the overall performance trends. Moreover, because the SocDim methods almost always performed better with SVM, our default choice of SVM is conservative in the following sense: when later sections show that the best SocDim method, SP, typically lags the accuracy of other methods such as RCI, we know that the performance differences would only increase if all methods were using LR. Therefore we report all results in this article (except those of Table 5 ) using SVM for the SocDim methods.
Latent Methods vs. Non-latent Methods
We now contrast the best of the non-latent methods (left side of Table 4 ) with the best of the latent methods:
Result: RCI and RI typically yield the highest accuracy compared to other methods. Table 4 shows that either RCI or RI (the two existing methods that include neighbor attributes) almost always provides the highest accuracy, for sparsely-labeled datasets. Specifically, RCI is best for Cora, Citeseer, and Gene, while RI is best for HepTH and IMDB. IMDB is somewhat of an exception; here RI beats all other LBC methods, on average, except for SP+Attr, which has comparable accuracy. However, AttrsOnly also matches the accuracy of RI and SP+Attr, suggesting that none of the LBC methods are performing very well on IMDB when d ≤ 10%. PubMed is also somewhat of an exception; here CI outperforms RI on average, though only by a small amount. Moreover, both CI and RI outperform all other LBC methods for the values of d shown in Table 4 , consistent with the trends for the other datasets.
RCI's gains are often substantial; e.g., on Cora its average accuracy of 79.0% is more than 10% higher than the best relational-only baseline (MRW at 67.4%) and the best latent method (SP at 68.6%). RCI also shows substantial gains with Citeseer and Gene compared to the best relational-only and latent methods.
Thus, for our datasets using RCI or RI is usually best when the network is sparsely-labeled. We now briefly consider cases where the graph is not sparselylabeled. In particular, Figure 1 shows the results for a full range of label densities (1% ≤ d ≤ 80%). For clarity, we focus on just five methods: the best overall method (RCI), the best latent methods (LNP, SP+Attr, and SP), and the most common non-latent relational-only method (wvRN). Figure 1 shows that RCI continues to perform very well across all values of d for most datasets, having the highest overall accuracy for almost all values of d for all datasets except for IMDB and PubMed (where it is still the best or competitive when d ≤ 10%). Excluding RCI, the other methods usually have competitive accuracy when the network is very densely labeled, but sometimes have erratic behavior. For instance, LNP has mostly high accuracy on most datasets, but very poor accuracy on HepTH (in the latter case, a few trials appear to suffer from "flooding" of the network [27] that leads to poor accuracy overall). Likewise, SP performs relatively well on Cora, IMDB, and PubMed (for all d) and HepTH (for d ≥ 5%), even having the best overall accuracy for HepTH when d = 80%. With Gene, however, SP is the worst method (often by far) for d < 80% and is also usually at the bottom for Citeseer.
SP+Attr almost always yields higher accuracy than SP, as was previously seen in Table 4 , and substantially improves upon the poor accuracy of SP for Gene and Citeseer that was mentioned above. Interestingly, with denser labelings SP+Attr yields the highest overall accuracy for IMDB (when d > 1%), for PubMed (when d > 5%), and HepTH (when d = 80%). These are the three datasets with the highest average node-degree (see Table 3 ), suggesting that SP may be well suited to identifying useful features for such densely-linked graphs. The results on PubMed are particularly interesting because in Table 4 PubMed is the only dataset (excluding IMDB where no LBC method performed very well) where a collective inference method such as CI or RCI did not show substantial accuracy gains compared to the best latent methods, for d < 10%. This result may reflect the particular challenges of appropriate parameter tuning (for which we use cross-validation) with PubMed. In particular, Zhu et al. [37] found, for a combined content/link topic prediction model, that PubMed was much more sensitive than datasets such as Cora and Citeseer to the choice of a parameter that controlled the relative importance of content (attributes) vs. links. Thus, challenges during cross-validation to find regularization parameters that strike the best balance between attribute-based and link-based features may explain the relatively "flat" accuracy curve for RCI and other methods compared to SP+Attr for PubMed when d ≥ 10%
Result: Unlike with prior studies, CI almost always outperforms LNP and other latent methods. Shi et al. [28] compared CI (specifically, a version of semi-supervised ICA) to their new LNP method, and found that CI yielded very poor accuracy. However, we later showed how to substantially improve CI's accuracy with the use of a hybrid classifier and with improved SSL [14] . We also argued that Shi et al.'s conclusions (regarding the superiority of LNP) would likely change if this stronger form of CI was used, but did not specifically compare against LNP. Table 4 shows that our argument was correct: CI outperforms LNP by a significant margin on all datasets except HepTH and IMDB; the same is true regarding CI vs. the latent link methods (Edge and SP). Even for HepTH and IMDB, LNP does not consistently beat CI. For instance, with HepTH Figure  1 shows that LNP does not perform very well when d ≥ 5%, and indeed it lags the accuracy of CI when d ≥ 10% (CI results not shown). Likewise, CI has accuracy similar to LNP for d ≤ 20%, and higher accuracy for d ≥ 20% (results not shown). Thus, while Shi et al.'s comparison of LNP vs. CI was appropriate at that time, their conclusion that "traditional collective classifiers and their semisupervised modifications do not perform well" [28] was too pessimistic regarding the relative accuracy of CI vs. latent methods like LNP.
Results with the New Latent Combinations
We now examine results with the new kinds of methods for combining latent and non-latent methods, as well one new method (SP+LNP) that combines latent features with latent links (see Sections 4 & 5) . Table 6 compares these new methods (on right) with the most successful non-latent methods (on left); we focus on the four datasets that have been most commonly used in prior work (Cora, Citeseer, Gene, and HepTH).
Result: Adding latent features to a traditional collective classifier can improve accuracy when the network is very sparsely labeled. In Table  4 , adding latent features to CI (with SP+CI) improves accuracy for two of the datasets (Cora and HepTH) when d < 10%. The gains are substantial in some cases, e.g., by up to 7% for Cora and up to 9% for HepTH, with an average gain of 2.2% for Cora and 4.4% for HepTH for 1% ≤ d ≤ 10%. For both datasets, even better accuracy could obtained by using RCI instead (where adding the SP-based features does not help). Nonetheless, these results show that using the new SP+CI can sometimes improve over CI, and this may be the best approach for a dataset where using neighbor attributes (as with RI or RCI) is not desirable, perhaps due to missing attribute values. Naturally, SP+CI will be most helpful for datasets where SP also works relatively well on its own. Thus, in Table 4 SP+CI did not work well for Citeseer and Gene, which were also the two datasets where SP fared poorly compared to other methods like MRW or LNP.
Result: When the network is very sparsely labeled, LNP+MRW yields small but mostly consistent gains vs. LNP. We expected (see Section 4) that using MRW with LNP instead of LPP would yield higher accuracy when d was small. Table 4 confirms this effect: when d = 1%, LNP+MRW increases accuracy by about 2-3% for Cora, Citeseer, and Gene. Surprisingly, however, LNP+MRW generally decreased accuracy for higher values of d, even when d is still quite small (e.g. d = 3 − 10%). Two things may explain the limited scope of these gains. First, LNP+MRW is replacing LPP (not wvRN, for which previous comparisons were known) with MRW, and while MRW does have higher accuracy than LPP in Table 4 for Cora, Citeseer, and Gene, its gains are small and usually not as large as vs. wvRN. Second, LNP transforms the original network into a fully connected graph (with weighted links). The advantages of MRW vs. LPP do not necessarily carry over to this much denser network, and indeed these results suggest that MRW's advantages in this case are present when d is very small (1%), but not usually for higher values of d. Achieving these gains with LNP+MRW required some attention to how the random walks used by MRW behaved. In particular, based on prior work we used a random restart probability of 10% for the unmodified MRW (e.g., at each step of a walk there is a 10% probability of teleporting back to the starting node). This is appropriate for sparsely-linked graphs and allows for the walks to explore a larger neighborhood surrounding each node. With LNP+MRW, however, the graph traversed by MRW is a weighted, fully-connected graph. Even with appropriate link weights, after only a few steps a random walk is reasonably likely to arrive at a node with very little connection to the starting node. Thus, long walks are much less appropriate in this context. In response, for LNP+MRW we used a random restart probability of 50%, yielding an average walk length of just two edges, and ensuring that the walk focuses on nodes that are much more related in the latent graph.
Result: Combining latent links with latent features sometimes increased accuracy compared to either method in isolation. We expected that adding latent features (from SP) would improve LNP's ability to use link structure-based information for its predictions. For Cora and Citeseer, this worked well: accuracy with SP+LNP improved vs. both LNP and SP for all d ≤ 10%. Moreover, SP+LNP achieved these gains regardless of whether LNP was initially better (with Citeseer) or whether SP was initially better (with Cora). However, SP+LNP did not consistently produce such gains, because with Gene and HepTH it always yielded accuracy between that of LNP and SP, never improving on both at the same time. We used the five latent graphs originally proposed by Shi et al. for LNP, plus a single new latent graph incorporating latent features from SP; future work should consider whether a different combination could lead to more consistent accuracy gains compared to LNP and SP on their own.
Results with Synthetic Data
To better understand how the underlying data affects the different LBC methods, we created a wide variety of synthetic data. We used a synthetic data generator with two components: a Graph Generator and an Attribute Generator. The Graph Generator has four inputs: N I (the number of nodes/instances), N C (the number of possible class labels), ld (the link density), and dh (the degree of homophily). For each link, dh controls the probability that the linked nodes have the same class label. Higher values of dh yield higher autocorrelation, and the value of dh is roughly equivalent to the label consistency metric shown in Table 3 . Link generation depends on the idea of preferential attachment, where a new link "prefers" to attach to existing nodes that have higher degree. The final number of links is approximately N I /(1 − ld), and the final link degrees follow a power law distribution, which is common in real networks [2] . The Graph Generator is identical to that used by Sen et al. [27] ; see that article for more detail. We use Sen et al.'s default values of dh = 0.7, ld = 0.2, and N C = 5, and selected N I = 1000; this results in graphs with characteristics similar to Cora and Citeseer, two widely studied SRL datasets [17, 25, 27, 1, 28, 14] .
The Attribute Generator is identical to that used by McDowell et al. [16] . It creates ten binary attributes attributes with a default attribute predictiveness (ap) of 0.6. This default choice again mimics the characteristics of Cora and Citeseer, but we vary our choices in the experiments below. Higher values of ap make it easier to predict a node's label using only the attributes; 0 ≤ ap ≤ 1.
All results are averaged over 20 trials. As with the real data, we used crossvalidation to select appropriate regularization parameters.
Varying the Data Characteristics
This section examines the impact of varying the label density (d), attribute predictiveness (ap), degree of homophily (dh), and link density (ld) on a representative set of latent and non-latent algorithms (the same set used previously, with Edge now also added for comparison). Figure 2 The results are consistent with trends seen on some of the real datasets. Specifically, SP outperforms Edge, which outperforms ModMax (for graph clarity, ModMax results not shown), as was true for Cora, Citeseer, IMDB, and PubMed. Compared to those three methods, better accuracy can be obtained by adding attributes with RCI, LNP, or SP+Attr. Amongst these, RCI generally yields the highest accuracy, as was true with Cora, Citeseer, and Gene. Thus, the results of Figure 2 (a) demonstrate reasonable trends representative of data with mid to high homophily and where the attributes are important for classification. Below we examine the impact of varying these characteristics, while maintaining a sparsely-labeled condition (d = 5%).
Varying attribute predictiveness: Figure 2 (b) varies the attribute predictiveness of the data from the default value of ap = 0.6. SP, Edge, and wvRN are relational-only methods (ignoring attributes) and thus are essentially unaffected. When the attributes are at least moderately predictive (ap ≥ 0.4), RCI performs best and LNP and SP+Attr improve over the three relational-only methods, and these differences increase as ap increases. When ap is low, however, the trends vary dramatically. LNP and SP+Attr handle the loss of useful attribute information much more gracefully than RCI, leveling out to about the accuracy obtained by the relational-only SP. RCI, however, drops substantially, becoming the worst method when ap = 0.1. We suspect that RCI's accuracy drops so sharply because it, unlike the other methods, explicitly predicts a label for every unknown node and then uses the predicted labels for a form of semi-supervised learning (SSL); see Section 7.3. The initial predictions use only attributes, so if the attributes are not very helpful the predicted labels will be have many errors and negatively affect the final learning step. SP+Attr does this semi-supervised learning as well, but the initial predictions also make use of the latent features generated by SP (which are derived from the links), leading to much better accuracy for the predicted labels that are used for learning. Thus, when the attributes are not very predictive, methods like LNP or SP+Attr may be preferable to RCI, or RCI may be best applied without SSL.
Varying homophily: Figure 2 (c) varies the degree of homophily (dh) of the data. All of the algorithms show increased accuracy as dh increases, since all methods leverage the links in some form and such links are most helpful for prediction when dh is high. RCI maintains a substantial advantage over the other methods for all values of dh shown; naturally Figure 2 (b) implies that this gain will occur only when the attributes are at least moderately predictive. Interestingly, all three relational-only methods (wvRN, SP, and Edge) perform about the same when dh ≤ 0.4 (with accuracy just slightly above the 20% achievable via random guessing), but vary dramatically as dh increases. SP improves much more than the other latent feature method (Edge), so that when dh = 0.9 SP almost reaches the accuracy of SP+Attr, which has also been improving as dh increases. At this point, the remaining gap between SP+Attr vs. RCI suggests that RCI is better able to leverage the combination of very useful links (high dh) plus helpful attributes (moderately high ap) than SP+Attr. This may be due to RCI's use of a "hybrid classifier" that learns separate classifiers for the attributes and for the links [14] . This is also consistent with the real datasets, where adding attributes to SP was only very useful (e.g., yielding better accuracy than both SP or AttrsOnly in isolation) for PubMed. Interestingly, when dh is very high (dh ≥ 0.8) the relational-only wvRN has even higher accuracy than SP+Attr, further suggesting that SP+Attr's method for combining SP's latent features with the original attributes is not the most effective choice when homophily is very high.
Varying link density: Finally, Figure 2 (d) varies the link density (ld) of the data. In general, almost all algorithms do better as ld increases, which is to be expected since the links are predictive, and become even more useful when more are available. Notably, varying ld does not substantially affect the relative performance of the methods against each other, with a few exceptions. First, compared to SP, Edge improves dramatically at very high ld, roughly matching the accuracy of SP when ld = 0.9. This is likely due to the manner in which Edge generates its latent features: the number of features generated is proportional to the number of links, so at higher ld the algorithm has a much larger set of potentially useful features to chose from. In contrast, two methods demonstrate significant problems, leading to accuracy that either consistently decreases as ld increases (with wvRN) or that decreases sharply at high ld (with LNP). Similar problems with link density have been previously observed with some other LBC methods, especially those based on loopy belief propagation [27, 16] . With LNP, however, the problem lies not in the particular method used for final inference (label propagation), but rather with difficulty that it has with learning good weights for combining the five latent graphs (see Section 3.2). In particular, while LNP's accuracy steadily decreases for ld > 0.6, the simpler LPP method, which uses the same label propagation method as LNP, has increasing accuracy (results not shown), so that LPP outperforms LNP for ld > 0.7, even though LPP ignores all attributes.
wvRN also struggles with link density, exhibiting high variance and generally decreasing accuracy as ld increases. In general, wvRN is known to have more difficulty with sparsely-labeled graphs than an alternative relational-only method like MRW (cf., prior work [12, 4] and the results of Table 4 ). Indeed, results with MRW (not shown) display accuracy that is higher than that of wvRN and that continually increases as ld increases. One way to understand wvRN's behavior is to vary the distribution of the known labels in the network. In particular, if d = 5% but the known labels are drawn primarily from high-degree nodes (using the "degree sampling" method described in the next section), then wvRN's performance trend changes to show continually increasing accuracy as ld increases (because selecting high-degree nodes ensures that the relatively few known labels enjoy broad influence in the network, greatly reducing wvRN's variance). In contrast, LNP still exhibits decreasing accuracy as ld increases, even when degree sampling is used. Thus, when link density is high, wvRN can be highly sensitive to the number and distribution of the known labels, while LNP seems to struggle with appropriate weight learning regardless of the specific distribution of labels.
Summary: Overall, the data characteristics have a dramatic effect on the accuracy of each algorithm, and on which algorithm yields the best results, as is to be expected. In general, among these algorithms, RCI performed best when the attributes were at least moderately predictive, in which case its gains were consistent across a wide range of homophily and link density values. In these results, LNP or SP+Attr were the next best methods, and had the advantage of better tolerating datasets with very low attribute predictiveness. If, however, link density is very high, then LNP exhibits severe problems and low accuracy, while Edge's accuracy substantially improved, allowing it to equal the accuracy of SP.
Varying the Label Distribution
In all results shown above, we assumed that the known labels were randomly sampled from the network. We now consider two different patterns inspired by Xiang & Neville [34] . First, "degree sampling" selects each node for labeling with probability proportional to its degree. Second, "snowball sampling" selects a single seed node for labeling, then uses a breadth-first search to select additional nodes. These variants may imitate real-world patterns, since high-degree (prominent) nodes and/or certain subcommunities may be more likely than others to be labeled. or better accuracy with random and degree sampling, with snowball sampling SP+Attr has substantial gains over LNP for most values of d, and even has some small gain vs. RCI when d is high. An even more dramatic change, however, is the lower overall accuracy with snowball sampling. In particular, when d < 10% the overall accuracy for every method is substantially lower than the corresponding accuracy with random or degree sampling, due to problems with both learning and inference. Learning is hindered because it is given the known labels for only a particular region of the graph (which may not be representative of the graph as a whole). Inference is hindered because snowball sampling causes the "known" nodes to primarily link to each other, rather than to "unknown" nodes. Thus, when inference begins, large regions of the network have no direct connections to any known labels that could ground the inference.
Overall, these results show that, compared to random sampling, degree sampling generally leads to higher accuracy with the same relative performance between the algorithms, while snowball sampling leads to lower accuracy with a few changes in the relative performance of the algorithms. In all cases, however, RCI remains the top performer when d ≤ 10%, as was also seen with most of the real datasets.
Related Work
Most prior comparisons of LBC methods only considered situations with fullylabeled training graphs [8, 27, 25, 16] . A few comparisons [13, 34, 14] have instead examined the "within network" task that we focus on, with a single partiallylabeled graph, but none of these considered the latent methods of Table 2 .
A few "within network" studies have compared latent methods to each other or to non-latent methods, but left significant questions unanswered. For instance, prior work showed that usually SP outperformed ModMax [30] and Edge outperformed ModMax [31] , but did not compare SP to Edge or compare either of these to LNP, CI, RI, or RCI. Shi et al. [28] compared LNP to CI, but only to a weak CI variant (see Section 8.3). Menon & Elkan [19] compare three latent methods, including ModMax, but find conflicting results and do not compare to better latent methods (like SP) or to strong non-latent methods like CI and RCI.
An earlier version of this work was described by Fleming et al. [5] . That earlier paper compared latent vs. non-latent methods and introduced the taxonomy of Section 6. This article considers two additional real datasets, a wide range of synthetic data, the impact of non-random label samplings, and the effect of different classifiers (LR vs. SVM) for the latent methods. This article also explains for the first time the impact of different data characteristics on the relative performance of the LBC methods and introduces for the first time a method that combine latent features with latent links (SP+LNP).
For LBC, cross-validation to select regularization parameters can have a large impact on accuracy, but is challenging, especially for sparsely-labeled networks. Perhaps for this reason, most prior studies do not use such cross-validation (see Section 7.2). Menon & Elkan [19] use such a process, but find that over-fitting is still a problem for some of their datasets. This may also be an issue with the poor results for SP+Attr on several datasets (see Section 8.2); future work should consider alternative regularization strategies.
Macskassy & Provost compared wvRN vs. LPP (as described by Zhu et al. [36] ) and report "nearly identical" results (though they describe some differences in node ranking). Later papers (e.g., [12] ) took this to mean that the methods are equivalent and can be interchanged freely. We showed, surprisingly, that their accuracy can differ markedly, especially if labels are very sparse, for which case LPP outperformed wvRN on all of our datasets except one. Thus, future work should be careful to select and distinguish between these two methods.
A number of the latent methods have challenges with scalability, either because they produce a fully-connected graph (with LNP) and/or they use matrix operations that are computationally expensive for large adjacency matrices (with SP and ModMax). In response, Tang et al. [31] designed Edge to be much more scalable, both by the use of careful data structures for the feature construction and by ensuring that the resultant features produced are sparse (having few non-zero values). They showed that Edge performed well compared to the original ModMax latent feature approach. We, however, demonstrated that SP almost always yielded higher accuracy than Edge. Future work should consider whether it is possible to maintain the scalability of methods like Edge while yielding accuracy closer to SP. Scalability (and possibly accuracy) might also be improved for LNP by retaining only the most important links in the output graph.
Conclusion
Link-based classification is an important task, for which the most common methods involve computing relational features and performing collective inference.
Recently, a number of competing methods based on constructing latent features or links have been shown to have some promise. To date, however, comparisons between non-latent methods and the new latent methods have been absent or inadequate.
This article presents the first results that compare state of the art non-latent methods with recently proposed latent methods. Using six real-world datasets, we found that most methods can yield high accuracy when the network is densely labeled, but that accuracy varies widely when labels are more sparse. Specifically, we showed that latent link methods like LNP outperformed, on average, the best latent feature methods (e.g., SP), but that none of these latent approaches was consistently better than others. Adding attributes to a latent feature method (as with SP+Attr) sometimes produced very strong accuracy behavior (e.g., yielding the best results of any method for IMDB and PubMed when the label density was high), but at other times produced relatively weak accuracy. However, we found that RCI (and often RI and CI) almost always outperformed the latent methods when the labels were sparse. Moreover, RCI was very consistent, producing maximal or near maximal accuracy for almost all datasets when the labels were sparse, and for most datasets when the labels were more dense. Thus, for our datasets a non-latent method, RCI, was generally the best choice. We also proposed, however, three new methods that combine latent links or features with an existing latent or non-latent method. We found that they could sometimes improve accuracy vs. other methods when the network was very sparsely labeled.
Using synthetic data, we explored what data characteristics most strongly influenced these conclusions. We showed that the typical trends from the real datasets persisted over a wide range of autocorrelation values (when homophily was varied). However, LNP and SP fared much better than RCI for situations where the attributes were very weakly predictive, while LNP exhibited an unexpected and substantial decline when link density became very high. Thus, overall RCI appeared to be a strong top choice for a wide range of data, but analysts should exercise caution when applying any LBC method to data with very weak attributes or very many links.
Ultimately, the best application of these methods requires a strong understanding of the data characteristics as well as the LBC methods themselves. To further aid such understanding, we also presented a new taxonomy of LBC methods. In this taxonomy, the type of method depends upon two distinctions: (a) whether the method uses the original attributes and links vs. using latent features or links, and (b) for inference, whether the methods uses label propagation or random walks vs. using a supervised classifier. Future work should evaluate other methods that fit within this taxonomy (e.g., [6] ), as well as others that do not cleanly fit (e.g., [22] ). Our results should also be confirmed with additional datasets and learning algorithms, and be expanded to include other types of inference algorithms such as belief propagation.
